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• Founded in 2008 with the mission to use 
synthetic biology to build a new industrial world 

• IPO in 2011 (« ALGBE ») – Listed on Euronext 
Growth

• ~50 employees in Paris and Evry (R&D offices)

• We manufacture the first and only renewable
cosmetic-grade isododecane
à Entered the commercial phase in June 2021 with
the launch of our own longwear cosmetics brand 
named LAST

• Perspective to produce renewable & sustainable
jet fuel
à The technology is one of the very few worldwide to 
have a large scale perspective in air transportation
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GBE at a glance



Global context

• Global warming is the most concerning issue the world is facing to: we are now
approaching the worst case scenario ever expected

• IPCC 6th Report* published in August 2021 related to scientific elements on climate
change is the most alarming ever
à Irreversible consequences for centuries and millennia to come
à Real threat for human being lifes on Earth
à Critical need to act for a radical decarbonization of our societies

• More than ever, it is urgent and mandatory to act all now on our scale

• To get back on track by 2025, OECD compiled a list of 25 climate actions
à Focusing on the 5 highest-emitting economic sectors and organised to 5 policy levers 
à That could lead to tackle up to 90% of emissions

Global Bioenergies’ purpose: 
‘To foster the environmental transition through biosciences’
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Our commitment

1. A disruptive technology

2. To impact the Planet

3. Through a step-by-step roadmap
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1. A disruptive technology



• Strong entry barriers with solid intellectual property rights on the biology: unique
sugar-to-isobutene process

• Generic technology for the chemistry part; IP on improvements

• REACh compliance; Successful toxicity studies for use of our renewable IDD in
make-up where it is a key ingredient

Beet or cane sucrose, 
Straw or wood sugars…

• A unique process to produce high value Isododecane (“IDD”) from renewable
resources addressing various markets
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High purity IDD: 
first and only 

cosmetic-grade IDD

Biology Green 
chemistryIsobutene

Converting biomass into isobutene and ready-to-use ingredients



Unique science and strong Intellectual Property

• No biological starting point because Isobutene is not produced by Nature

à We created a unique artificial metabolic pathway / huge technology barrier
overcome

• Global Bioenergies developed the first ever fermentation process to a gas,
allowing to bypass downstream processing efforts.

• Metabolic and chemical engineering breakthroughs covered by an IP fortress: 49
patent families under exclusive rights, gathering 193 granted patents and 91
pending applications.

Isobutene
beet or cane sucrose, 

corn or wheat glucose, 
straw or wood sugars…

Genetically engineered bacteria

• Engineering bacteria by implementation of a metabolic pathway to isobutene
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Synthetic biology platforms
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• To achieve such result, we had to invent a new way to perform synthetic
biology by combining different fields and by setting-up unique platforms



Isobutene adresses several market opportunities
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Fine 
chemicals

Cosmetics

Plastics
Butyl rubber

Jet fuel

Gasoline

• Isobutene is one of the main building blocks of the petrochemical industry used in 
various industries at a global production of 15 million tons per year



2. Impact the Planet



We need to change our relationship with Nature, 
and build a world based on sustainable manufacturing

• Our vocation: act together to impact sustainably our
future and reduce our environmental footprint through
scientific innovation

• Our aim: substitute the use of petroleum resources with
renewable resources firstly in industries where
naturalness has a clear premium
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Our vision and role in the environmental transition



Our promise

• Be a game changer in cosmetics which will be the first industry to 
completely ban oil and other fossil resources

• Our bio-sourced isobutene offers an alternative to replace of oil with
plant-based feedstocks and presents a virtuous circle that will allow a 
reduction by two thirds of the greenhouse gas emissions once produced
at scale (million of tons)

• The key to reach our aim will be in prices and costs, and in having a 
premium market like cosmetics to start
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A short term focus on ‘Green Beauty’
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In a longer term: sustainable aviation fuel 
to impact at scale



3. Step-by-step roadmap



Scale-up the production and setting up a new process version
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• Started in 2015, increased efforts in scale up, with the perspective of building large 
commercial plants to increase production volumes and diversify range of 
ingredients:
à In 2022, sell our high value production to the market leaders in the cosmetics industry
à In 2025, manufacture make-up and adjacent segments in cosmetics: skin care, hair care, 
and toiletries…
à Finaly, later on, produce isododecane and isobutene-derived cosmetic ingredients

2012

R&D in Evry, 

France

2015

Pilot plant in 

Pomacle, France

2017

Demo plant in 

Leuna, Germany

2022

Manufacturing unit 

in Pomacle, France

2025

Bigger Manufacturing 

unit in France



A 4-step roadmap

• Horizon 1: Launch of our own make-up  brand - 2021

• Horizon 2: Ingredients for the make-up market - 2022/23 

• Horizon 3: Ingredients in skin care and hair care markets - 2024/25

• Horizon 4: Jet fuel and commodities – starting in 2026
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®



• Moving up the value chain and developing our own
longwear cosmetics brand named LAST
à Confirm quality of our raw material
à Allowed us to better understand our customers’ needs

by positioning ourselves from their point of view

• Disruptive innovation: First brand combining
naturalness and performance, based on our
innovative renewable isododecane

• Full renewable offer with green packs too

à Market proof of concept in the quest for naturalness
of the cosmetics industry
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®
Horizon 1: Producing cosmetic-grade IDD

à From Biotech to Beauty



• Commercial development since June 2021:
à Launch of the website www.colors-that-last.com
à Create the first level of awareness by press

coverage
à Create a community on social networks 

(especially Instagram) and expand network of 
influencers

à Launch in September 2021 of a media plan with
TV spot and subway display

à Improve as we go along e-commerce settings 
(SEO, SEA, retargeting…) in test-and-learn mode
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®
Horizon 1: Producing cosmetic-grade IDD

Commercial Development

http://www.colors-that-last.com/
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• Small manufacturing unit under construction in the 
premises of fermentation toller ARD in Pomacle, France

• Re-use of equipments transferred from Leuna 

• Construction started in Summer 21

• Start expected in February 2022

• Production will take advantage of tolling capacities for 
fermentation and for the downstream part of the 
manufacturing chain

• Aim is to sell IDD and IHD to high-premium markets

Horizon 2: Selling renewable isododecane to make-up leaders
Building a dedicated plant to sell IDD to the market



• A whole market representing more than 400 tons per year of IDD in color
cosmetics*

• In 2022:
– Expected production capacity sufficient to convert 10 million units of make-up to 

naturalness
– Starting to sell renewable IDD to market leaders, under the brand Isonaturane®

• In 2023:
– Expected production of a quantity of IDD sufficient to naturalize 20% of the 

longwear eyes and lips make-up market
– High level of revenues

• Intensive sampling for potential clients will prime the next phase, dedicated
to broader cosmetics markets
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*: Frost & Sullivan paid for study

Horizon 2: Selling renewable isododecane to make-up leaders
Expected short-term outcomes



• Frost & Sullivan paid-for study:

– IDD and IHD widely used in four of the five cosmetics
segments: make-up, skincare, haircare, toiletries

– Present market 25,000 tons/yr

– Ramping up to 100,000 tons/yr within years by considering
substitution of D5 silicon, soon to be banned from the whole
cosmetics industry

• We estimate a global cosmetics market of 2 to 3 million
tons:

– IDD + IHD could move the naturalness needle by >1% by like-
for-like substitution of oil-based equivalents

– Up to 4% if considering substitution of D5 silicon

– Maybe several additional % if considered other existing and
new ingredients
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Horizon 3: Selling large volume ingredients in skin and hair care markets
Isobutene-derived IDD and IHD
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• Screening of several existing 
fermentation plant as options for retrofit

• Estimated Capex €50-100m

• Estimated revenues exceeding €200m 
per year

Horizon 3: Selling large volume ingredients in skin and hair care markets
Plant project



• Further progress on R&D to bring costs down

• Work on second generation feedstocks backed by 
EU grants

• Work on product validation and regulatory

à Propagate the technology in jet fuel to massively
reduce CO2 of air transportation: keep focusing
on reaching the tipping point 

à Biofuel in air transportation is a key to act
sustainably on climate change by producing
major impacts on the environmental transition
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Horizon 4: Jet fuel and materials
Our promise for the decade: Sustainable jet fuel



• First flight performed in June 2021 with a small airplane using 97% green 
aviation gasoline to send the message of our commitment to improving the 
sustainability of air transportation

• IDD is already approved for a 50% blend in commercial jet-fuel

• Objectives for renewable & sustainable jet fuel:

à Reach a suitable a price

à Open a big jet-fuel centered plant in the second half of the decade
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Horizon 4: Jet fuel and materials
Jet fuel: from today to tomorrow



Appendices



Equity data 

€120k

€90k

€96k

€137k
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Listed on Euronext Growth: ALGBE
Eligible to SRI investments



A group running thanks to a solid governance

Florence Thueux
Chief Business Officer

Samuel Dubruque
Chief Financial Officer

Marc Delcourt
Chief Executive Officer

& Co-founder

Frédéric Ollivier
Chief Technical Officer

Bernard Chaud
Head of Industrial Strategy

Alexandra Ramirez-
Moncada

Chief Legal Officer
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A multidisciplinary executive committee A diversified board of Directors

Corinne Granger
Chair of the Board

Muriel Attias
Observer (Permanent 
representative BOLD)

Pierre Monsan
Board member

Marc Delcourt
Chief Executive Officer

& Co-founder

Alain Fanet
Board member

Pierre Levi
Board member



Disclaimer

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that have been based on
current expectations about future acts, events and circumstances. These forward-looking
statements are, however, subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could cause
those acts, events and circumstances to differ materially from the expectations described
in such forward-looking statements.

These factors include, among other things, commercial, technical and other risks e.g.
associated with estimation of the price of carbohydrate resources, the meeting of
development objectives and other investment considerations, as well as other matters not
yet known to the Company or not currently considered material by the Company.

Global Bioenergies accepts no responsibility to update any person regarding any error or
omission or change in the information in this presentation or any other information made
available to a person or any obligation to furnish the person with further information.
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Global Bioenergies
5 rue Henri Desbruères
91000 Evry 

Pauline Bayec
Head of Investor Relations and Corporate Communication 

Phone: +33 (0) 1 64 98 20 50
Mail: invest@global-bioenergies.com

Contact


